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Abstract 
A novel multifocus image fusion algorithm based on NSCT is proposed in this paper. In 

order to not only attain the image focusing properties and more visual information in the fused 

image, but also sensitive to the human visual perception, a local multidirection variance 

(LEOV) fusion rule is proposed for lowpass subband coefficient. In order to introduce more 

visual saliency, a modified local contrast is defined. In addition, according to the feature of 

distribution of highpass subband coefficients, a direction vector is proposed to constrain the 

modified local contrast and construct the new fusion rule for highpass subband coefficients 

selection The NSCT is a flexible multiscale, multidirection, and shift-invariant tool for image 

decomposition, which can be implemented via the àtrous algorithm. The proposed fusion 

algorithm based on NSCT not only can prevent artifacts and erroneous from introducing into 

the fused image, but also can eliminate 'block effect' and 'frequency aliasing' phenomenon. 

Experimental results show that the proposed method achieved better fusion results than 

wavelet-based and CT-based fusion method in contrast and clarity.  
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1. Introduction 

Due to the limited depth-of-focus of optical lenses in CCD devices, it is often not possible to 

get an image that contains all relevant objects within the depth of field. So, some objects are 

out of depth-of-focus and not clear. However, Some times people would like to acquire images 

that have large depth of field and accumulate more informative visual information for high 

layer of image processing, i.e., the images are in focus everywhere. One way to slove this 

problem is through image fusion, in which several images with different focus points are 

combined to form a clear image with all objects fully focused[1]. Image fusion can be defined 

as a process, in which a new image is produced by integrating complementary, multi-temporal 

or multi-view information from a set of source image without introduction of artifacts. In 

fusion process, all relevant and salient information of source image should be selected and 

transformed into the fused image[2]. However, in many situation, preprocess can not be 

perfectly satisfied. This unresolved propblem leads to the various fusion algorithm to correct 

imperfection in fusion process. In recent years, image fusion has become an important 

research field in image analysis and computer vision. 

The image fusion techniques can be divided into spatial-based domain and 

frequency-based domain two categories according to transform implemented on image or 

not[3]. Transform tool is used to realize the transformation from source image to frequency 

domain. In order to better present the visual information of image in frequency domain, 

various presentation measure of visual information for source image have been studied to get 

more effective fused result[4][5]. Excluding the presentation of the image, fusion rule is the 

another important technique for fusion quality, which is divided into pixel-level-based, 

feature-level-based, and decision-level-based. In fusion rule based feature-level, the 

coefficient selection of source image is combined with the feature of the image[6][7]. So we 

studied the better presentation of source image in transform domain, i.e.the multiscale 

decomposition tool, and selection rule of decomposed ceofficients in this paper for improving 

fusion result. 

2. Related Work 

In spatial domain, a number of techniques for image fusion have been proposed with fusion 

operation directly on the source images, pixel-by- pixel. This method is simplest with average 

or maximum value fusion rule. However, this method would lead to many undesired effects, 

such as artifacts, blur edge and so on[8]. In order to meet the human visual system (HVS) and 

acquire more visual information in result, researchers have recognized that multiscale 

transform(MST) method are very useful for image fusion, and various mathematic MST-tools 

have been studied and used in image fusion[9][10][11][12]. The commonly used MST 

methods includes Laplacian pyramid(LP)[13], contrast pyramid [14], gradient pyramid, 

morphologic pyramid[15], and ration-of-low-pass pyramid[11]. The fusion algorithm on the 

transform domain is to perform a multi-scale transform on each source image firstly, and then 

employ fusion rule to select efficient feature to construct the composite image at this scale. 

The fused image is finally reconstructed by taking an inverse MST. The essence of the 

multiscale transform is to decompose the image into subband images at different resolution or 

scale. On the contrary, reconstruction is to combine these subband images to one composite 

image, which is the inverse of decomposition. 
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The better transform fully prensent the feature(i.e. salient features, edges,contourlet)  of 

image, the less visual informaiton is lost in decomposition process. Recently, much research 

has been done. Many new multiscale transform tools, which can present source image in 

multiscale and multidirection, have been proposed and applied to the fusion algorithm, such as 

discrete wavelet transform(DWT)[16], contourlet transform(CT)[17]. These new methods can 

present source image in multi-direction and capture geometric structures of image. 

However, DWT has serious limitations in image decomposition procedure, only three 

directions, which cannot preserve the salient features in source images very well and leads 

useful visual information of geometric to be lost. And then, DWT-based fusion scheme can not 

preserve the salient features in source images very well and will lead some ‘block-effect’ in 

the fused result. In the block of result image, geometrical inforamtion of image is lost, which 

leads zero gradient-value or no texture feature to be percepted by human eyes and low the 

image quality consequently. 

With the further study of sparse representation, a theory for high dimensional signals called 

multiscale geometric analysis(MGA) has been developed. The contourlet transform is a 

multidirectional and multiscale transform which is constructed by combining Laplcian 

pyramd(LP) with driectional filter bank proposed in [19]. Furhermore, the number of 

directions can be defined by i th  power of 2 , where i  is an arbitrary natural number in 

theory selected by need. In the contourlet transform, the LP is employed to capture the point 

discontinuities, and then followed by direction filter banks(DFB) to link discontinuities into 

linear structure [25]. Compared with the DWT, the CT can capture 2-D geometrical structures 

much more effectively than traditional multiresolution analysis methods. 

Due to downsamplers and upsamplers present in decomposition, the contourlet transform 

is not shift-invaraint, which is desirable in many image applications such as image 

enhancement, image denoising and image fusion. An example that illustrate the importance of 

shift-invaraince is image denoising by threshold, where the lack of shift-invariance causes 

pseudo-Gibbs phenomean around signularities[20]. So, shift-invariance, it has been 

considered to be an effective representation to account for the geometrical structure pervasive 

in natural scenes. In 2006, Cunha,et al. proposed the nonsubsampled contourlet 

transform(NSCT) based on contourlet transform[18]. The NSCT is a fully shift-invariant, 

multi-scale and multi-direction expresentation and has a fast implementation. After 

decomposition, subband image has the same size as source image, which is easy for the 

coefficients selection operation. 

In this paper, a novel image fusion algorithm based on the NSCT is proposed. Especially, 

according to the imaging principle of the defocused optical system, the feature of the human 

vision system and feature of coefficients decomposed by NSCT, the selection principles of the 

lowpass subband coefficients and the bandpass directional subband coefficients are discussed 

in detail, several group of experimental results are employed to demonstrate the great validity 

and feasibility of the proposed algorithm. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 

3 reviews the theory of the NSCT in brief. Section 4 describes the novel fusion algorithm  

using the NSCT. Experimental results and analysis are given in Section 5. The concluding 

remarks are presented in Section 6. 
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3. Nonsubsampled Contourlet Transform  

The nonsubsampled DFB is a shift-invariant version of the sampled DFB in the contourlet 

transform. In order to get rid of the frequency aliasing of the contourlet transform (CT), the 

nonsubsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) based on nonsubsampled pyramid filter and 

nonsubsampled directional filter banks provide a shift-invariant multi-direction and 

multi-resolution presentation of image was proposed by Arthur L. da Cunha et.al.[20]. In this 

section, we briefly introduce the new multi-scale decomposition tool and analyze the feature 

of the image coefficient decomposed by NSCT. The structure of nonsubsampled contourlet 

transform is shown in Fig. 1 (a), and frequency partitioning result is shown in Fig. 1(b).  
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directional 
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Fig. 1. Nonsubsampled contourlet transform: (a)NSFB structure that implements the NSCT and; 

(b)idealized frequency partitioning obtained with the proposed structure 

3.1  Nonsubsampled Pyramid(NSP) 

Laplacian pyramid(LP) is used for attaining multiscale decomposition in contourlet 

transform(CT). While in NSCT, the modified Laplacian pyramid is employed for  multiscale 

decomposition, which is composed of two-channel nonsubsampled 2-D filter bank. In 

decomposition process, upsampling filter bank is used to ensure the shift-invariance. 

Accordingly, downsampling filter bank is used in reconstruction process. The filtering with 

the upsampled filter ( )MH z  is computed with  the ‘àtrous’ algorithm [22]. The equivalent 

filters of a 3-th level cascading nonsubsampled pyramid decomposition is given by Fig.2. 

 
Fig. 2.   Three-stage pyramid decomposition.  

3.2 Nonsubsampled Directional Filter Bank(NSDFB) 

The DFB is composed of combining critically sampled two-channel fan filter banks and 

resampling operations, which results in a tree-structured filter bank that splits the 2-D 

frequency plane into directional wedges[23]. In NSCT, a shift-invaraiant directional 

expansion is obtained with a nonsubsampled DFB(NSDFB), which is constructed by 
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eliminating the downsamplers and upsamplers in the DFB. To obtaine finer directional 

decomposition, we iterate nonsubsampled DFB’s. Fig. 3 illustrates a decomposition process 

with four channels. All filter banks in the nonsubsampled directional filter bank tree structure 

are obtained from a single NSFB with fan filter. Moreover, each filter bank in the NSDFB tree 

has the same computational complexity as that of the building-block NSFB. 
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Fig. 3. Four-channel NSDFB constructed with two-channel fan filter bank:(a) iterated nonsubsampled 

directional filter bank structure (b)corresponding frequency partitioning. 

 

The NSCT not only present source image in multiscale and multidirection, but also 

eliminate the aliasing by using NSP and NSDFB, which can capture the geometric features 

such as edges, lines, region boundaries, and so on. In image fusion research, the multi 

resolution decomposition is a key component for improving the fusion quality.  

4. The proposed Fusion Algorithm 

4.1 The proposed Fusion Algorithm 

A good image fusion algorithm can preserve all salient features in source images and introduce 

as less artifacts or inconsistency as possible [24]. In the following work, it has been assumed 

that the images studied has been appropriately preregistered, so that corresponding pixel 

position roughly consistency and help to the coefficients selection in fusion process. 
AI  and 

BI denotes the source image. The fusion result is a composite image 
FI  from 

AI  and 
BI  by 

using fusion rule. The frame of fusion algorithm is described as the follows steps: 

Firstly, the source images 
AI  and 

BI are decomposed by the NSCT to an approximation 

lowpass subband coefficient and a number of directional subband coefficients respectively. 

0 1,1 1,2 ,, , ,...,A A A A A

l dI C C C C  

0 1,1 1,2 ,, , ,...,A A A A A

l dI C C C C  

Where 0 0,A BC C  denotes the lowpass subband coefficient at the coarsest scale. , ( , )A

l dC m n  

denotes the directional subband coefficients at the l th  scale, d th  direction.  

Secondly, the low subband coeffcient is selected from the lowpass coefficient of 0

AC  

and 0

BC  according to lowpass fusion rule. Similarly, the highpass subband coefficients are 

selected from the directional coefficients of , ( , )A

l dC m n  and , ( , )B

l dC m n  according to highpass 

fusion rule. 
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Finally, the fused image 
FI  is obtained by reconstructing the selected coefficients 

inversely. 

In fusion algorithm, apart from using the proper multiscale decomposition tool, the fusion 

rule is another key component for improving fusion quality. In order to achieve better visual 

results, a novel fusion rule is proposed in this section. The design of fusion rule for lowpass 

subband and highpass subbands is considered in next context, respectively.  

4.2 The Fusion Rule of Lowpass Subband Coefficient 

Lowpass subband coefficient is approximate representation of the image, including major 

energy and contours of the image. A simple lowpass subband coefficient fusion method is to 

take the average of two source coefficient. However, when the method is applied, contrast of  

features is reduced. In order to solve this problem, several measures and features selection rule 

have been studied and used in the previous studies[26]. such as spatial frequency(SF), energy 

of image gradients(EOG), which were introduecd by Eskicioglu and Fishier as clarity measure 

of image. SF is defined as  

2 2( ) ( )SF RF CF 
                                                      (4) 

 

Where RF is the row frequency,  

 

2

1 2

1
[ ( , ) ( 1, )]

M N

i j

RF I i j I i j
M N  

  


                                            (5) 

 

CF is column frequency. 

 

2

1 2

1
[ ( , ) ( , 1)]

M N

j i

CF I i j I i j
M N  

  


                                           (6) 

 

Energy of image gradient (EOG) is computed as  
2 2( ) ( )x yEOG I I                                                       (7) 

 

Where 

( 1, ) ( , )yI I i j I i j   , ( , 1) ( , )xI I i j I i j                                    (8) 

 

The energy of gradient represents the clarity and sharpness of an image. Feature of image 

presented by adjacent region of current pixel is more fit for human visual system. So the local 

energy of gradient (LEOG) is adopted, which is defined as follows: 

 
( 1) / 2 ( 1) / 2

2 2

( 1) / 2 ( 1) / 2

( , ) ( ( , )) ( ( , ))
w w

x y

p w q w

LEOG i j I i p j q I i p j q
 

   

                             (9) 

 

Where, w is the size of local window, which can be 3 3,5 5,7 7   .  
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SF and EOG meaure is actural filtered result in horizontal and vertical directions. 

Considering the limited direction, we use the energy of multidirection variance of image(EOV ) 

as the measure of image clarity enlighted by the idea of energy of Laplacian (EOL)[1]. 

Similarly, we use the local EOV(LEOV) to represent the feature of image. The energy of 

image local multi-direction variance of image (LEOV) is defined as Eq.(10),which can 

represent more edges information than the energy measure. 
( 1) / 2 ( 1) / 2

2 2 2

( 1) / 2 ( 1) / 2

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
w w

x y d

p w q w

LEOV i j I i p j q I i p j q I i p j q
 

   

                            (10) 

 

where，w is the size of local region. xI , yI and dI  is attained by convolving the image I 

with operators , ,x y dh h h  respectively. 

1 1

2 2

* , [ 1, 1, 1;2,2,2; 1, 1, 1]

* , [ 1,2, 1; 1,2, 1; 1,2, 1]

* , [ 1,0, 1;0,4,0; 1,0, 1]

x

y

d d d

I I h h

I I h h

I I h h

       

       

     

 

Let ( , )ALEOV i j and ( , )BLEOV i j denote feature of the lowpass subband coefficient of 

image 
AI and 

BI . the selection principle for the lowpass subband coefficients is finally 

defined as  
 

 

( , )   ( , ) ( , )
( , )

( , )   ( , ) ( , )

A A B

F

B A B

I x y if LEOV i j LEOV i j
I x y

I x y if LEOV i j LEOV i j

 
 


                              (11) 

 

The selection rule is to select the coefficient with maximum LEOV as fusion coefficients, 

which means more direction energy and more visual information are introuduced into the 

fusion image. 

4.3 Selection of Bandpass Directional Subband Coefficients 

The directional subband coefficients directionally represent the details of source image, such 

as the edges, contours, and object boundaries. In order to keep the salient feature in the fusion 

image, the multiresolution coefficients with larger absolute values generally be considered 

correspond to pixels with sharper brightness in the image, which will be selected into the 

fusion result. Other similar coefficient selection measure represented for the salient feature of 

image is used to improve the fusion quality, in which including energy of image, gradient 

energy of image, Laplacian energy of image. At the same time, research has been done in [27] 

shown that human visual system is highly sensitive to the local image contrast. The pixel with 

high contrast value is more liable to attract human attention. So, local contrast is used in fusion 

rule to select pixel with maximum local contrast as result.  

Based on the analysis from above contents, we propose a novel fusion rule for highpass 

subband. Firstly, not only in order to preserve the saliency but also be sensitive to human 

visual system, a modified local contrast is defined for accomplishing it. Secondly, based on 

analyzing feature of coefficient decomposed by NSCT, a direction vector is proposed and 

combined with the modified local contrast to construct the finally selection principle for 

highpass subband coefficients. 
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Accroding to the HVS, the contrast was proposed by Toet and Ruyven in [24]. It defined as 
 

B

B B

L L L
R

L L

 
                                                        (12) 

 

where L denotes the local gray level, LB is the local brightness of the background and 

corresponds to the low frequency component. Generally, L  corresponds to local high 

frequency component. In NSCT domain, L is the directional subband coefficient. So the 

direction contrast is defined as follows. 

 

,

,

,

| ( , ) |
,   ( , ) 0

( , )( , )

| ( , ) |,    ( , ) 0

l d

l

ll d

l d l

C i j
I i j

I i jCon i j

C i j I i j




 
 

                                        (13) 

 

Among, , ( , )l dC i j is the coefficient in l th -th layer and d th  direction.
 

( , )lI i j  is often  

replaced by the corresponding lowpass coefficient 0 ,AC  0

BC . In order to introduce the saliency 

into the local contrast, we modified the 
, ( , )l dC i j  according to the idea mentioned in[24] and 

construct the new direction contrast, which is calculated as Eq.(14). 

 

,

,

,

| ( , ) |
,   ( , ) 0

( , )( , )

| ( , ) |,    ( , ) 0

l d

l

ll d

l d l

MSLC i j
I i j

I i jCon i j

MSLC i j I i j




 
 

                                       (14) 

 

Where, 

, , , , , ,

, , , , , ,

, ( , ) | 8 ( , ) 4 ( 1, ) 4 ( 1, ) | | 8 ( , ) 4 ( , 1) 4 ( , 1) |

            +2 ( , ) ( 1, 1) ( 1, 1) | | 2 ( , ) ( 1, 1) ( 1, 1) |

l d l d l d l d l d l d

l d l d l d l d l d l d

l dMSLC i j I i j I i j I i j I i j I i j I i j

I i j I i j I i j I i j I i j I i j

         

            

 

Human visual system sensitive to salient features, but insensitive to the feature of single pixel.  

So, a pure use the contrast of single pixel is not effective idea. It will be more reasonable to 

replace the contrast of single pixel with the local contrast. Local direction contrast is defined as 

follows. 

 

  

( 1) / 2 ( 1) / 2

, ,

( 1) / 2 ( 1) / 2

( , )
w w

l d l d

p w q w

LCon Con i p j q
 

   

                                    (15) 

 

Where w  is the size of local region  

The local direction contrast represents the salient features of image more accurately and to 

select coefficients from the clear parts successfully. At the same time, the noise is introduced 

into the fused coefficient. In NSCT domain, the decomposed coefficients is different from 

another multiresolution decomposed coefficients. The noise and the useful information of 

source image decomopsed by NSCT have the different distribution in directional coefficients.  
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The nonsubsampled contourlet transform not only provides multiresolution analysis,but 

also geometric and directional representation[28][29]. An important result is that the highpass 

subband coefficients were divided into three classes: strong edges,weak edge, and noises. The 

strong edges corresponds to those pixels with big-value coefficients in all subbands. The weak 

edges corresponds to those pixels with big-value coefficients in some directional subbands but 

small-value coefficients in other directional subbands within the same scale. The noise 

corresponds to those pixels with small-value in all directional subbands. From these analysis, 

coefficients can be classified three categories by analyzing the distribution of themselves in 

different directional subbans. The classified way is defined as follow. 
 

 

strong edge if

weak edge if ,max

noise if ,max

mean c

mean c c

mean c c



 

 




 
  

                                      (16) 

 

Where c  is a parameter ranging from 1 to 5, and  is noise standard deviation of the 

subbands at a specific level. The noise can be distinguished by the directional coefficients. So 

we can use this merits in fusion procedure to eliminate the noise. A vector directional 

v ( , )
l

i j at l th  scale and location ( , )i j  is defined as equation 17. 

 

,1 ,2 ,
v ( , ) ( ( , ), ( , ),..., ( , )) , 0T

l l l l d
i j C i j C i j C i j l                                (17) 

Where 
,

( , )
l d

C m n  is the directional subband coefficient at the l th  scale and d th  

direction, d  is the number of decomposed direction at this scale. The absolute sum of 

directional vector is defined as  
 

,

1

| ( , ) |
d

l l d

d

s C m n


                                                         (18) 

 

From the above analysis, The proposed fusion rule constrained by directional vector and local 

contrast(VLCON) is finally defined as follows: 

 

, ,

, ,

( , )    . ( , ) . ( , )
( , )

( , )     . ( , ) . ( , )

A A A B B

ld l l d l l dF

ld B A A B B

ld l l d l l d

C i j s LCon i j s LCon i j
F i j

C i j s LCon i j s LCon i j

 
 


                     (19) 

 

The MSCL  used in Local contrast is the sum of modified Laplacian, which is uesd to analyze 

high fre-quencies associated with image edges. In application, the larger value of MSCL , the 

more edges information. We adopt MSCL  as feature of highpass subbands to replace the 

single pixe value in the contrast measure for fusioning more edges information to the result. At 

the same time, the sum of direction vector ls is used together with LCON  to construct 

highpass fusion measure. The larger value ls  of the pixel, the smaller possibility value of 

noise. The pixel with higher ls  and ,l dLCon  values is more likely to correspond to important 

visual information. The proposed fusion rule for highpass subbands cannot only extract more 

useful visual detailed information from source images and inject them into the fused image, 
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but also sensitive to the human visual system. Furthermore, the absolute sum of direction 

vector is used in selection scheme to prevent the noise being transferred  into the fused image.  

5. Experimental Classification Results and Analysis 

In order to show the advantages of the new fusion method, Four sets of experiments were 

carried out for multifocus image fusion to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed 

algorithm.  

Firstly, in order to compare performance of the various lowpass subband fusion rule with 

other conventional fusion rule[3][4][5], a variety of lowpass subband fusion rule is 

experimented. In these experiments, the highpass subband coefficients are simply merged by 

the ‘local energy maximam’ choosing scheme. 

Secondly, in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of highpass subband coefficients 

fusion rule proposed in this paper, experiments for comparing it with other conventional 

fusion rule [3][4][5] are carried. In all of which the lowpass subband coefficients are simply 

merged by the ‘average scheme’. 

Finally, in order to demonstrate the proposed fusion algorithm outperform other fusion 

algorithm, the proposed fusion algorithm is compared with other typical fusion algorithms 

including DWT-based algorithm[5], CT-based algorithm[21],NSCT-based algorithm[4]. 

5.1 Comparisons of fusion rule in Lowpass Subband 

The fusion experiments are performed using fusion rule in lowpass subband for coefficient 

selection, including ‘average scheme’, ‘directional vector maximum choosing scheme’, ‘local 

gradient energy maximum choosing scheme’, ‘and  local multi-direction variance (LEOV) 

maximum scheme’. At the same time the highpass subband coefficient is selected by 

‘abs-max’ scheme in the above experiments. 

In Fig. 4 The experiments are performed on the multifocus ‘bookshelf’ images which 

shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b). The pseudo-edge is exist near the white book in Fig. 4 (c)-(d) and 

not in Fig. 4 (e)-(f). In order to observer the local fusion details of the fusion image, we take 

part image of the book from the Fig. 4 (c)-(f) and enlarge the part in Fig.5 for observation. The 

blur edges and information lost is existed in Fig. 5 (a)-(b). Pseudo-edge and the shadow are 

present near the book contour. Especially in Fig. 5 (c), information lost is so serious that 

writing and edges of the book can’t be identified. Better visual quality with clear details and 

close to the real natural images is obtained in Fig. 5 (c)-(d). Fig. 5 (c) is fused by NSCT and 

with average-value method in lowpass image and maximum-value method in highpass image. 

Fig. 5(d) is the fused result by proposed fusion rule. Because the energy of local 

multi-direction variance can transform more edges information to fused result，The 

shift-invariance of NSCT eliminate the ‘pseudo-edge’ effectively, So, Fig. 5 (d) is more clear 

than Fig. 5 (c), and the edges are more natural than that of Fig. 5 (c).   
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(a)                                                  (b)    entory=5.9051   enA=11.4627   enB=11.4627   edge=0.56146   sf=5.1172 entory=5.9051   enA=11.4627   enB=11.4627   edge=0.56146   sf=5.1172

 
 (c)                                                  (d)  entory=7.1703   enA=11.4423   enB=11.4423   edge=0.71265   sf=6.0349 entory=7.4898   enA=11.3782   enB=11.3782   edge=0.71537   sf=5.9382

 
(e)                                                   (f)   

Fig. 4. The fusion results of different lowpass coefficient fusion algorithms: (a) Focus on the right; (b) 

focus on the left; and (c)–(f) fused images using the average scheme, directional vector maximum 

choosing scheme , local gradient energy maximum choosing scheme, and  the proposed lowpass 

subband fusion rule . 
 

 
(a)                         (b)                         (c)                         (d) 

Fig. 5.  Parts of the fusion images:  Fig.6:(a)–(e)taken from Fig.5(c)–(f),respectively. 

For further comparison, besides visual observation, mutual information (MI)[29]. The 

information preservation value for edges denoted by Q
AB/F

[30] metric and spatial frequency 

metric are used to evaluate the fusion performance quantitatively. The mutual information 

metric denotes how much information from source images was introduced to the fused image. 

The mutual information[31] 
AB

FM  between the source image A, B and the fused image F is 

defined as the sum of AFI and BFI , i.e. 
AB

F AF BFM I I  . where AFI and BFI  indicates the 

mutual information between fused image and the source image A and B respectively. AFI is 
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defined as  

 

log AF
AF AF

A F

p
I p

p p
                                                  (20) 

 

Where
Ap and 

Fp  is the normalized histogram of A and F, respectively. 
AFp  is  the 

normalized joint histogram of image A and F, and  BFI is defined similarly. 

The Q
AB/F 

metric denotes how much edges information is transferred from input images to 

the fused image. This method uses a Sobel edge detector to calculate the strength and 

orientation information at each pixel in both source and fused image. For two input images A 

and B, Q
AB/F

 is defined as  
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( , )AFQ n m , ( , )BFQ n m  is the value of edges information preservation, which is defined as: 

( , )( , ) ( , ) ( , )AF AF AF

gQ n m n m Q n m Q n m , where ( , )AF

gQ n m is edge strength, ( , )AFQ n m  is 

orientation preservation value. 
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The relative strength and orientation values of ( , )AFG m n and ( , )AFA n m of input image A 

with respect to F are formed as  
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Where, 
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Where, ( , )Ag n m is edge strength, ( , )A n m  is orientation information. all of them are 

generated by the sobel edge operator for each pixel p(n,m) 1 m M  and 1 n N  . 
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Table 1. Performance of the different lowpass subband fusion rule on processing Fig.4. 

Fusion rule 
Mutual 

information 
AFQ  

BFQ  Q
AB/F

 SF 

Average 5.906 11.463 11.463 0.5615 5.027 

Directional vector 5.906 11.463 11.463 0.5615 5.017 

LEOG 7.031 11.442 11.442 0.7127 6.001 

LEOV 7.454 11.378 11.378 0.7164 5.938 

Furthermore, objective criteria on mutual information (MI) and Q
AB/F

 in Table 1 indicate that 

our proposed fusion rules of the low frequency subband are very useful for fusion of 

multifocus clean images.  

5.2 Comparisons of Highpass Subband Fusion Rule 

The second experiment is performed on ‘pepsi’ images registered beforehand. The focus in 

Fig. 6(a) is on the Pepsican, while the foucs in Fig. 6 (b) is on the card. Fusion results of 

different kinds highpass fusion rules are shown in Fig. 6 (c)-(d). The ‘local contrast maximum 

scheme’, ‘local energy maximum scheme’, ’the local variance maximum scheme’ and the 

proposed fusion rule are implemented for highpass subband coefficients selection, 

respectively.  Amont these lowpass subband fusion process, ‘average scheme’ is used for 

all.The results of fusion experiments are shown in Fig. 6 (c)-Fig.6(f). 

For a clearer comparision and better illustrate effecitveness of the proposed fused method, 

the difference between the fused image and the source image focus on right(in Fig. 6 (b)) are 

shown in Fig. 6 (g)-(h), respectively. Fig. 6 (b) is focus on right, which means the right part is 

clear. The ideal difference of this part between the fused image and the Fig. 6 (b) should be 

zero. The smaller the difference, the better the fusion algorithm. From the Fig. 6 (g) to Fig. 6 

(j), one can obviously find that the fused image obtained by the proposed method is clearer 

than the other fusion methods for the difference value of this part is smallest. It is proven that 

the proposed fusion rule of the highpass subband coefficient is reasonable and can extract 

more useful information from source images. 

Quantitative comparision of their performance are given in Table 2, which indicate that 

our proposed fusion rules of highpass subbands are very useful. Obviously, the maximum 

values of MI, and 
/AB FQ  and SF demonstrate that the proposed method transfer more edge 

information to the fused images. So we can conclude that the proposed highpass subband 

fusion rule provides the best performance than conventional others. 
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entory=6.702   enA=10.847   enB=10.847   edge=0.66057   sf=4.7417 entory=6.6997   enA=10.8522   enB=10.8522   edge=0.66033   sf=4.745 entory=6.6997   enA=10.8518   enB=10.8518   edge=0.66011   sf=4.7416 entory=6.7217   enA=10.8454   enB=10.8454   edge=0.66232   sf=4.7842

 
(c)                                (d)                                      (e)                                 (f) entory=7.3298   ena=10.5131   enb=10.5131   edge=0.73441   sf=5.1404
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(g)                                (h)                                      (i)                                 (j)  

Fig. 6. The fusion results of different highpass coefficient fusion algorithms: (a) Focus on the right; (b) 

focus on the left;and (d)–(f) fused images using  ‘local contrast maximum scheme’, ‘local energy 

maximum scheme’,’the local variance maximum sheme’ and the proposed fusion rule. (g)-(i)  

Difference images between Fig.6(c)-(f) and Fig.6(b),respectively. 

 

Table 2..Performance of the different highpass subband fusion rule on processing Fig.6. 

Fusion rule 
Mutual 

information 
AFQ  

BFQ  
/AB FQ  SF 

Local contrast  6.701 10.847 10.847 0.660 4.742 

Local energy  6.700 10.852 10.852 0.660 4.745 

Local variance  6.700 10.852 10.853 0.660 4.742 

Proposed  6.722 10.845 10.845 0.662 4.785 

In order to evaluate the denoising ability of the proposed fusion method, the same experiment 

is implemented on ‘Pepsi’ image added artificial noise (mean=0,variance=0.004) again. Fig. 

7(c)–(f) are parts of corresponding region taken from fusion results, which are used to 

illustrate the denoising ability of the different methods. It can be seen that the region of bar 

code is immersed noise in Fig. 7 (c)-(e). On the contrary, the edges informatation is clearer and 

less noise in Fig. 7(f). These fusion methods only consider the salient information,which leads 

noises may be transferred to fusion result in error. The directional vector is used in proposed 

fusion method. So, the Fig. 7 (f) can reduce the noise to some extent. Table 3 gives the 

quantitative results of Fig. 7.  PSNR  is used as the measure to verification denoising ability 

of these method. From Table 3 we observe that the proposed scheme provides the best 

performance and outperforms other three image fusion method with larger  MI, Q
AB/F

,PSNR. 
2255
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(a)                                               (b) 
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(c)                                (d)                                      (e)                                 (f) 

Fig. 7. The noisy image fusion results of different highpass coefficient fusion algorithms: (a)-(b) are the 

multifocus image paris with artifical noise;We only take parts region of the result to shown in (c)-(f), 

which are attained by the same  fusion methoed used in Fig.6; (f) is porposed fusion method. 

 
Table 3. Performance of the different fusion methods on noisy image Fig. 7(a) and (b), 

Fusion rule entropy 
AFQ

 
BFQ

 
Q

AB/F
 SF PNSR 

Local contrast 3.167 13.472 13.472 0.338 13.208 15.05 

Local energy 3.152 13.475 13.475 0.329 13.244 15.07 

Local variance 3.153 13.471 13.471 0.330 13.234 15.08 

Proposed 3.221 13.456 13.456 0.3480 13.404 15.14 

 

5.3 Comparisons on MSD Methods 

The third experiment is performed on mul-tifocus clean images, the fused result of multi 

fusion algorithms is shown in Fig.6. In three algorithm, the lowpass which include the fusion 

algorithm based on DWT, the fusion algorithm based on CT and the proposed algorithm. The 

‘average scheme’ and the ‘abs-maximum scheme’ are used in lowapss subband and the 

bandpass subband coefficients respectively in DWT and CT. In the last experiment, the 

proposed highpass subband fusion rule and the directional vector constraint local contrast is 

used in lowpass and highpass subband, respectively. 

Fig. 8(a) is the fusion result by DWT-based decomposition. Fig.8(b) is the fused result by 

CT-based decomposition. Fig.8(c) is the fused result of the proposed algorithm with the 

NSCT-based decomposition. From visual effects, Fig.8(c) has the better visual quality  than 

Fig.8(a) and Fig.6(b). In Fig.8(c), artifacts near the white books was disppared for the 

effective presentation edges and salient features of image by NSCT. In Fig.8(a) and 

Fig.8(b),the pseudo-Gibbs is appeared in region near the connection of clock and wall for the 

wavelet and CT lacking shift-invariance. However, this phenomenon is eliminated in Fig.8(c). 

Furthermore, the quantitative results of the MI, Q
AB/F

 and SF value for different image fusion 

methods are given in Table 4. The data in Table 3 sh1ows that MI, Q
AB/F

 and SF of proposed 

algorithm is higher than the other two algorithms. All of these indicate that the proposed 

method are with higher performance in fusion. 
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(a)                                                                       (b) entory=5.9051   enA=11.4627   enB=11.4627   edge=0.56146   sf=5.1172

  
(c)                                                                        (d) 

Fig. 8.  Multifocus image fusion results of MSD-based methods, (a) fused images using DWT, (b) fused 

images using  CT, (c) fused images using NSCT (d) fused images using proposed NSCT. 

 

Table 4. Performance of the different fusion methods on processing Fig.7 

MSD entropy 
AFQ  

BFQ  Q
AB/F

 SF 

Wavelet 5.300 12.100 12.100 0.631 6.087 

CT 5.521 11.993 11.993 0.632 5.895 

NSCT 5.645 11.205 11.23 0.655 5.246 

Proposed NSCT 7.456 11.351 11.351 0.721 6.111 

 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we firstly analyze the difference of multiresolution decomposition tools. The 

wavelet-based decomposition is limited to finite direction for representation of image 

information. So reconstructed image from the decomposed subband image will lose some 

detailed information and the pseudo-edge and block- effect will be appeared in fused image. 

The contourlet-based decomposition represents the structural information of image in 

multidirection, but do not have the shift- invariance. So, the frequency aliasing will appear in 

fused image reconstructed from the decomposed subband image. As a new multiscale 

geometric decomposition tool, the NSCT, with shift-invariance, multiresolution, 

multidirectional decomposition, multiscale and localization is more suitable for image fusion. 
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A novel multifocus image fusion algorithm based on NSCT is proposed in this paper. 

According to the characteristics of the human vision system and the perfect property of the 

coefficient decomposed by NSCT, A local multi-direction invariance (LEOV) represented the 

energy of image is used for fusion the lowpass subband coefficient. For highpass subband 

coefficients, a modified local features contrast is constrained by direction vector of 

coefficients is used to select the highpass subband coefficients. The proposed fusion method 

can prevent artifacts and erroneous introduced into the fused image and eliminate the 'block 

effect' and 'frequency aliasing' phenomenon. The experimental results on several pairs of 

multifocus images have demonstrated the superior performance of the proposed fusion scheme. 

The proposed algorithm not only can capture the more feature of image in lowpass coefficient, 

but also can introduce more visual detail form highpass coefficients, and employ the direction 

vector to attain the natural fused result. In addition, the direction vector can exclude the noise 

be selected into the fused image. The MST is effective sparse presentation for image, in which, 

compressed sensing is a new MST technique. The application of this theory for image fusion is 

our the next research in future. 
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